Why the entry might be considered for the award?

Starting with the motive to create a housing solution for the poor or lower class people of the society. We deliberately choose the site within the area of city which is surrounded by factories, industry, universities, commercial zone, and some residential colonies. Many workers come daily to these places. The idea is to create a communal solution for those people who doesn’t earn a rich lifestyle, to provide them a better living through the smart planning designing as an architect. We did case study of a housing module for poor people by the renowned architect Madam Yasmeen Lari in Lahore. Incremental Housing as an urban strategy; The aim is to leave enough open space as a courtyard that can be upgraded into a 12’x10’ Room/Workshop/Play Area or anything the user intends to do with it. This will increase user’s belonging to their place and give them freedom of choice. So in coming 50 years, they won’t think of moving to a bigger home when the upgrade this one. All the modules are made of locally made materials. The idea also focuses on providing natural ventilation throughout avoiding the use of air conditioners. Very smartly planned for all the people who cannot afford to own a rich lifestyle but having a home is their basic right, so a solution has been provided to deal that harsh reality in our society. It is a mechanism to bring a positive change in the society to eradicate the inferiority in the society, to bring a positive change in society by improving peoples lives. The design also focuses on global warming and energy saving hence techniques are used to cope up certain issues in active means. We believe that the module can be placed in many such areas where people live below the poverty line throughout the world.
There are three main goals for this project:

1. Providing some private courtyard to each house to enhance the essence of the building units.
2. Enhancing the “street walk” to make it the primary route, so that commercial market is easily accessible to everyone.
3. Giving more importance to pedestrian people because people can barely afford a car.

To achieve the above goals, the following strategies were incorporated:

1. Providing cross ventilation to each house by creating tunnels effect.
2. Giving more importance to pedestrian people because people can barely afford a car.
3. Separating plots of the low rise and mid rise units to ensure a better administration pulling for both separately.
4. Scheduling storage needs for future extension.

**CASE STUDY 01: ANGDOOR BAGH BY YASMEEN LARI**

**Incremental Housing as an Urban Strategy:**

The idea to leave enough open space as courtyard that can be upgraded into a 12’x10’ Room/Workshop/Play Area or anything the user intends to do with it. This will increase users’ belonging to the place and give them freedom of choice. So in coming 50 years, they won’t think of moving to a bigger home when the upgrade this one.

Emotive Images of Usage of Space in Unique Ways by the people.

**Section 01: Cross Ventilation Diagram & Communal Living**

**Section 02: Bringing in Natural light into each house & Communal Living**

**Masterplan Primary Road Circulation loop diagram**

**Axonometric Representation of 1 bed unit**

**Cluster of 3 bed apartment**

**Cluster of 2 bed apartment**

**Cluster of four 1 Bed units stacked**

**Perspective View of MasterPlan & zonning**

**Problem Solving in Design**

**PROBLEM SOLVING IN DESIGN**

**Problemetic Zones**

**Visual Connectivity**

**Tectonics of design**

**Emotive images of Usage of Space in Unique Ways by the people**

**Emotive images of Usage of Space in Unique Ways by the people**

**Emotive images of Usage of Space in Unique Ways by the people**

**Emotive images of Usage of Space in Unique Ways by the people**
Relationship between Mid-rise and Low-rise

Street Making (Neighbourhood)

1 Bed Unit

2 Bed Unit 1st Floor

3 Bed Unit 1st Floor

Cluster of 3 bed apartment

Cluster of 2 Bed apartment

Cluster of 3 Bed apartment (Low-Rise)

Cluster of 1 bed apartment (Low-Rise) 1st & 2nd Floor

Cluster of 1 Bed units stacked on each other to make 12 units

FINAL PROPOSAL LAYOUTS